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December 2006 – The Director’s Desk
Welcome to our Christmas edition of The Koru, an addition tinted with a
hint of sadness as we say good-bye to Jeni Pearce. Jeni is heading to
the greener pastures of England to take up her appointment as Head
Dietician to the England Institute a Sport. We wish Jeni all the best for
the future, and know she’ll be outstanding in her new role – hopefully
not so good as to take any Olympic Games medals that might have
been coming our way in 2008 and 2012. Also (and while we’re bidding
our fond farewells) we’d also like to acknowledge the work of personal
trainer Jayne Smith, who recently took up a position in Fiji (just prior to
the military coup) as Manager to the University of Fiji’s Recreation
Centre. The one saving grace is the testament to the quality of those
who we’ve had available to us – a quality that makes them sought after
and targeted around the globe.
Needless-to-say, it’s been a particularly busy few months for me,
tripping from between New Zealand and Australia in pursuit of a backto-back tri-series of rugby league victory. The campaign itself was as
good as any I’ve been involved in (and probably better than last years),
even though we didn’t quite get over the line in the final, losing in
golden-point extra time with rapidly diminishing troops. As heartbreaking as that may have been, the truth remains that the Kiwis played
with incredible courage and the most powerful sense of team unity and
spirit I’ve ever witnessed – a team spirit and unity that didn’t go
unnoticed by the Australian media, public and rugby league team. The
fact of the matter is that (in both sport and business) sometimes you’re
just not meant to win – I guess this was one of those times.
Back to this edition of The Koru, and I’m certain you’ll once again find
plenty of interest to both you and your colleagues as you contemplate
the festive season and a well-earned break.
In view of the compelling unity demonstrated by the Kiwis over the past
few months, our feature article is dedicated to the creation of a dynamic
team unit within your workplace. It is an article for and about leaders
committed to an enhanced cohesiveness, and desirous of respect and
trust within their group - a workplace where people are excited by
challenge, confident in their abilities and proud of their performance. It
is an insight into a culture based on sound values that are not just
identified, but promoted and celebrated.
We go face-to-face with David Gray, General Manager of Innovative
People Management, a recruitment business focusing on sales and
marketing professionals. We reveal David’s insights into the
establishment of a positive group culture in the workplace, and the
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leadership from which it can prevail. We trace David’s career from a
raw-boned 17-year old cutting his teeth in selling, examine his views on
selling strategies and highlight his opinions on the importance of
training. We gather insights into his perspectives on Generation Y,
overview his motives for creating this recruitment-based company and
unravel the skills that make him best suited to the task of fitting clients
with cultures.
The Doctor’s Room looks at evidence establishing a strong correlation
between lack of sleep and high blood pressure, and indirectly invites
readers to consider a commitment to longer and better sleep in the new
year. Fit for Life picks up on the theme of New Year’s resolutions, and
offers ten (10) insightful tips for ensuring resolutions associated to
fitness and a changing lifestyle are given every opportunity to succeed,
whilst Jeni Pearce comes up with some innovative gift ideas in Eat
Yourself Holistic.
The Golden Rules of Leadership continues its growth up to twenty-one
golden tips, bringing meaning to various happenings from the recently
completed tri-series of rugby league. Whilst our Practical Exercise
segment furthers our investigation into 360-degree evaluations by
inviting leaders and their associates to rate their empathy. Finally, our
Christmas edition of The Koru surfs on your behalf and in pursuit of a
fun holiday time for your children (or those of you more in touch with the
child within). Courtesy of my daughter Kelsey, we invite you and your
children to visit a wonderful and timely website dedicated to holiday fun
at Christmas: www.centennial.k.12.mn.us/rle/Christmas/christmas.htm.
So join with us as we take you on our quarterly journey to the
attainment of your better self, and have a fantastic Christmas in the
process. In addition, keep up-to-date with everything that's new by
logging onto www.leadtosucceed.co.nz, www.sportlife.co.nz or
www.healthandwellnessinstitute.com. There's bound to be something
there for everyone.
Finally, we’d like to take this opportunity to thank our growing list of
clients for all your support throughout the year. We trust you have
enjoyed your association with us as much as we have enjoyed ours
with you, and look forward to the further nurturing and growth of these
relationships. I know 2007 looks to be an extremely exciting year for
everybody at The Koru with the June publication of our book, Lead to
Succeed: What It Takes To Be The Best certain to be a personal
highlight, and trust your 2007 will bring with it new stimulations and
inspirational new challenges to be conquered.
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December 2006 – Feature Article:
The Team as a Dynamic Unit

By Craig Lewis

Whist much has been made of the Kiwi’s use of the term ““kaizen””, the
application of “kaizen” for the Kiwis envelopes much more than a simple
business management principle. “Kaizen” miraculously transformed
war-ravaged Japan into the world’s leading industrial nation in the early
1950’s. Eliminating waste was a critical component of the “kaizen”
philosophy, and its teachings centred round taking actions of quality
rather than of quantity. Workers were given real ownership of the new
productive system that incorporated advanced methods of statistical
measurement. That is to say, ultimately the entire “kaizen” philosophy
was built more on team spirit than on any other premise, and I think
herein lies the personification of the courage demonstrated by the team
in our extra time loss in the 2006 tri-series of rugby league final.
What the coaching staff liked about “kaizen” were the similarities
between post-war Japan and the Kiwis. Both were no stranger to the
bitter meaning of defeat – after all, the Kiwis had failed to win a single
game in the 2004 Tri-Series, hadn’t won in Sydney for 46 years and
had not tasted victory in a series against Australia since 1953.
Following the Allied victory, Japan was an occupied nation whose
immediate future looked very bleak. It had few natural resources we
face a constant battle to have our players released from their clubs),
had a reputation for inferior quality (the Kiwis had not won in any of its
previous eight games against either Great Britain or Australia prior to
the 2005 campaign) and was financially distraught (the Kiwis were
sponsor-less three weeks prior to the 2005 tournament commencing,
saved only by Chrisco who eventually picked up on an exceptional
sponsorship opportunity). Yep, the plight of the Japanese pretty much
summed up the situation of the Kiwis.
The Japanese knew that employees could never do a good job in a bad
system. And neither can rugby league players. This meant radical
change was in order. Not only were the defeated captains of post-war
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Japanese industry desperate enough to embrace change (senior
members of the Kiwis were sick of losing), but they also committed to
driving that change. This situation was replicated by the war-torn Kiwis,
who needed to become a strong self-managed team. Such selfmanagement announced the need for greater clarification regarding the
team’s values, rules of governance that everybody could place their
faith in and a clear sense of how to fulfil the requirements of their roles.
The motivator to accomplishing theses things was the knowledge that
each individual member of the team needed to be able to put their trust
in their team-mates. To this effect, a component of the team cohesion
policy evolved in conjunction with the need for greater recognition of
individual roles:
Players should recognise that each player’s role is important


Players should encourage and assist their team-mates to be the best

player they can be for their team.


Every player in the team must learn his role and come to believe it is
important



Players should come to know the playing roles of other players and
respect their team-mates ability to perform these roles



Players should always feel their input to team discussions is valued



Players should continue to develop a feeling that the team is their
team.

As with the post-war Japanese, the Kiwis of 2005 needed to do
business differently – what had been done previously simply wasn’t
working – and the first step to accomplishing this was the creation of an
inspirational and ideal vision. This vision needed to not only captivate
the interests of all involved with the team, but it also needed to unearth
the potential implementation of an entire system of operation,
incorporating game planning, role clarification and key performance
indicators amongst a raft of other strategies. Systems, rules and
procedures do matter! They enable us to identify a direction and
evaluate accordingly. Reminders pertaining to acceptable standards are
critical to an enhanced performance and productivity. System thinking is
an advanced method of reflective awareness that promotes a formal
operational process for an organisation as well as an improved sense of
ownership. In the first instance, the systems thinking approach sets out
to gain a more accurate picture of the organisation’s environment and
reality. Through formative planning and a structured approach to
reflection, the organisation can project itself forward positively to a
desired outcome. Whilst attainment within the system is based on the
interrelationship existing between each of the parts and strategies, the
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collective belief and vision of the organisation will always be the guiding
principle.
Whilst many organisations – both business houses and sport – adopt a
reactive approach to their management (reacting to occurrences as
they unfold and creating strategy accordingly), the detailed planning
associated with a system thinking approach generates a more proactive
leadership style and enables leaders to more readily identify patterns in
advance. Further to this, the depth of detail in a system thinking
approach enables greater identification of potentially negative trends –
a powerful highlight of the 2006 Kiwis campaign and something that
accounted for the team’s ability to redress any drifting before it became
terminal. Of course, in situations where the cost of inefficiency is great
and where the price for poor attention to detail is high (ala a Tri-Series
Final), the planning process needs to be all the more comprehensive
and the associated feedback more clearly defined, through initiatives
such as the Kiwi Performance Indicators, etc. In the case of the Kiwis,
the inability to rectify error and promote attitudes of “continuous
improvement” spelt the difference between our strong competitiveness
and an early exit from the series, in much the same way that a business
house’s bottom line is likely to implode by poor productivity.
Whilst norms, protocol and policy are all at the surface of a system, the
reality remains that the first step to enhanced results for any
organisation lies in the reinvention of its future vision. Establishment of
this vision must be a direct reflection of the leader’s feelings and
thoughts about the organisation. As an unofficial patriarch of New
Zealand rugby league, the McClennan family’s unbridled passion was
to see a successful Kiwi team through the ages. It was this passion that
connected with the Kiwi’s idealistic dream and vision - to “Raise the
respect and mana for the jersey by having a team of benchmark
players” and to “Create a dynasty based on sustainable success on the
international stage” respectively. In essence, by focussing on his own
dreams and vision, Brian was able to define the facets of the Kiwis’
culture and play in need of an upheaval – to attain such a lofty dream
meant things needed to be done differently, and Brian’s passion
ensured no stone would remain unturned in the pursuit of what was his
dream long before it became that of the Kiwis.
Of course, in such a circumstance attuning the players to the feasibility
of the dream and the variable approach to its attainment was
paramount – after all, in many cases these were players who knew very
little other than defeat at the hands of both Australia and Great Britain.
Like so many coaching staffs before us, we ran the risk of being yet
another who mistakenly thought the vision and strategy were apparent
to everyone. Moreover, it was imperative that the dream and vision
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were consistent with the everyday beliefs and feelings of the players,
which ultimately meant they had to believe the systems being
implemented made sustainable success a possibility. Without a clear
understanding of the big picture however, the players could not
demonstrate the emotive responses critical to its attainment. And
without these emotions, the campaign was flawed from the outset. It
was only once the future vision was identified and enthusiastically
accepted that we could commence building a foundation of structure
and strategy. The structure and strategy that would further make the
vision seem possible and positive!
The ideal vision begins with a scanning of the future environment, with
a view to formulating dreams worth believing in and fighting for. Integral
to this process are the:
• Development of a shared vision statement of dreams, hopes
and desired futures;
• Development of a mission statement describing the purpose and
commitments of both the organisation and those within it;
• Articulation of core values required to create the desired culture;
and
• A grounding in the here and now and the formation of strategies
from which to build sustained success.
The environment encapsulating the New Zealand speed skating team I
walked into in 1992 was anything but conducive to change – although
clearly desperately in need of such change. There’s was an
environment
typified
by
tension,
bitterness
and
distrust.
Implementations of any kind were likely to be viewed with trepidation –
these were people who had a long history of feuding with their
administrative body and who were consequently guarded in their
approach. Essentially, this circumstance dictated the need to first gain a
genuine understanding and appreciation of the prevailing emotional
reality existing amongst all five skaters.
Engaging the skaters in a personal and open conversation pertaining to
what was and wasn’t working for them was a critical first step, and one
that not only revealed circumstances in need of change but also
founded the development of a rapport between the individual skaters
and myself. Skaters spoke of issues ranging from their obligations to
family and the politics in Albertville, through to their geographical
isolation and its impact on confidence and their inability to relax. I
honestly believe this may have been the first occasion in which the
skaters had been invited to formally express their concerns! Clearly, the
administrative body governing speed skating in New Zealand at this
time lacked the honest contact with their athletes that would have
availed them of an opportunity to ascertain what truly was happening.
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Without this form of contact, any endeavour on their part to instil a
vision of intent was doomed to failure.
The success of a group’s vision lies in the group’s acceptance of it. By
attending to the emotions of the group, any existing undercurrents and
the prevailing culture, leaders can engage their team and give them a
significant degree of control over their destiny. I am certain this was the
hallmark of the New Zealand speed skating team’s success in the 1993
world championships, and has become a strong contributing factor to
the success of the Kiwis twelve years later. And by what means were
these potentially lofty visions accepted? Quite simply, by creating an
engagement through an understanding of their people, both teams were
able to promote an enhanced ownership to everything about these
campaigns. By seeing how their independent dreams and personal
contributions contributed to the big picture, people can freely align
themselves to what is required.
With the team’s vision and purpose clearly defined, the systems
thinking approach requires that the organisation set about the clear
definition of what will become structure and strategy. Critical to this is
the development of a comprehensive strategic plan. In a sport team this
strategic plan may take the form of a play book – along with
accompanying philosophies of defence and attack - but shares all the
common elements of a strategic business planning process. That is to
say, both the strategic plan and the play book are dedicated to
identifying the processes that will produce desired outcomes. In
addition, the strategic plan and play book are critical to the identification
of the inputs (be it personal or mechanical) required to conduct those
processes within the system.
Consistent with the development of the play book is the defining of
specific roles within the organisation. Clearly defined roles –
encompassing skill requirements and performance objectives – within
the organisation enable the integration of all roles to become apparent.
These standards of performance enable members of the group to fit
smoothly into either the strategic plan or play book, and in turn enhance
the likelihood of on-going communication among all the component
parts of the organisation. Within the Kiwis’ Confidential File, role
clarification is divided into the four essential facets of optimal
performance, namely: technical execution; tactical appreciation; mental
application, and; physical conditioning.
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Fullback
Technical Execution
 Enjoy making critical plays, i.e. kick returns, one-on-one tackles
 Accurate execution of a long and short kicking game
 Confidently catch all high balls
Tactical Appreciation
 Constantly direct the team on defence
 Help halves to execute the game plan
 Demonstrate an ability to turn sets into DEEPS
Mental Application
 Provide stability and create opportunities for the team
 Nominate and communicate all threats
Physical Conditioning
 To always be a mate to the ball carrier - be the best support
player in the world
 Demonstrate sustained speed on all runs

Props
Technical Execution
 Demonstrate leg drive in the tackle that results in negative
yardage – win physically
 Early set-up in defence and around the fringe of the ruck
 Demonstrate an ability to take advantage of try scoring
opportunities (barge, etc)
Tactical Appreciation
 Lay down a solid foundation based on ruthlessness – lead from
the front
 Tying in spaces in the ruck on the fifth tackle
 Awareness of all calls and the execution of your role
Mental Application
 Stay alert and alive in defence
 Quality decisions regarding quick play the balls, passing at the
line and off-loads, etc
Physical Conditioning
 Provide power runs that start or increase our momentum in
every set
 Availability to be involved by tackle three on kick returns

ailure to adequately identify roles and publicly convey them to all in the
group invariably culminates in sporadic and insufficient communication,
whereby members of the team often struggle to see beyond their own
roles. Under these conditions the group is always less effective than it
needs to be. Without a clear understanding of how the roles relate to
each other, it is extremely difficult to know what to communicate and
with whom to communicate it. In essence, the opportunity for cohesion
and productivity in a group is significant enhanced through familiarity,
which should form the cornerstone of all policy and structural
implementations. By clearly establishing standards related to the
individual performances of players within the organisation, harmony and
collaboration will invariably be enhanced so that the team benefits from
the maximising of talents within it.
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With the play book in order and the roles clearly defined, a systems
thinking approach demands an attention to the various strategies that
will culminate in promoting areas in need of organisational change and
development. Such strategies may incorporate – amongst others - team
building initiatives, leadership development (both within and outside the
playing staff) and performance and behaviour management protocols.
Effective leaders will ensure such implementations are empathetic to
the realities of the existing ground rules within the team and the
emotional attachments active within the team. For the Kiwis, the
powerful influence over the past two years of its “core” – Ruben Wiki,
Stacey Jones, Paul Rauhihi, Nigel Vagana, David Kidwell Roy Asotasi
and Nathan Cayless – needed to be honoured and respected in regard
to all policy and procedure implementation. With the blessing of its
“core”, the Kiwis introduced a common set of values to improve the
purpose of team harmony – team harmony always existed, but needed
to be incorporated into a point of difference and a strategy – and the
articulation of a philosophy of conduct to be governed at the discretion
of the “core”.
The final implementation required at a
foundation stage invariably revolves
round the individualisation of strategy to
promote personal reflective awareness
and daily achievement. Reflective journals
and diaries encouraged players within the
Kiwi environment to strive for a better
understanding of happenings on a daily
basis, enhanced by the implementation of
post-match review documents. Within the
business house, completed projects
similarly need a formal process through
which
to
accurately
appraise
performance, with findings addressed
within a strategy to govern the day-to-day
running of the business. Furthermore,
effective leaders must also make a habit
of reflecting on a regular basis, ensuring
their personal goals remain connected to
the aspirants of the vision. Only when
such a system is truly implemented can
any organisation – be it business house
or sport team – claim a commitment to
sustained high performance.

Philosophy (Ideal Future Vision)
•
Dream
•
Vision Statement
•
Mission Statement
•
Core values (What are the
organisation’s guiding principles)

Desired Behaviours (Key Success
Measures)
•
Factors in Achieving the Result
•
Key Performance Indicators (Forcing a
focus on what is key to success)
•
(Performance Reviews)
•
(Productivity graphs, etc)
Modification of the systems to
accommodate the shared vision
Structures and Strategies
•
Play Book (Strategic Management
Plan)
•
Role Clarity (Comprehensive
description and integration of roles)
•
Team Cohesion Policy (a common set
of values to improve communications,
teamwork, learning and results across
the organisation)
•
Philosophy of Conduct (Clear
expectations regarding standards and
norms of behaviour)
•
Diary, Focus Chart, Post-Match
reviews, etc (Welcoming strategic
planning, reflective analysis and daily
achievement)
Interaction and integration of the
systems
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With an ideal vision to guide the organisation and an appropriate
foundation of structure and strategy, an effective system calls upon
strategies to bridge the gap between its foundation and the vision it
aspires to. By tapping into the passion of the group, the Kiwis were able
to see the business of achieving on the rugby league field as a
succession of generic factors in achieving a result and performance
related “Kiwi Performance Indicators.” And by devising a protocol for
measuring the “Kiwi Performance Indicators” our desired playing
behaviours were constantly reinforced until they became instinctive
responses.
The performance of the Kiwis throughout the duration of the past two
Gillette Tri-Series of rugby league tournaments bears testimony to the
impact of the self-managed standards that were their KPI’s. The
outcome of which was a vastly improved performance when it most
mattered – a backs-to–the-wall victory over Great Britain in Wellington
this year and the courage of the 2006 Final. I have absolutely no doubt
that the change in the way the Kiwis did business was a celebration of
their Performance Indicators - the behaviours and work ethics they
demanded - and the positive emotions they engendered. I also believe
the sequence of generic factors introduced to the New Zealand speed
skating team in the early 1990’s – as well as to various subsequent
teams in modified formats – had a similar affect on their performance:
NEW ZEALAND SPEED SKATING TEAM
10 FACTORS IN ACHIEVING THE RESULT
OF WORKRATE.

1.

The Team Needs Stars

2.

With a strong CONSISTENT EFFORT and an unflinching
to take advantage of opportunities as they arise.

3.

TOTAL PROFESSIONALISM is required. Make other teams think of you, even for a moment, and you
will become a FACTOR

4.

Be process oriented. Attend to the

5.

CONCENTRATION, CONFIDENCE, COMPOSURE and TRUST

6.

The team’s reaction to

7.

Constantly remind yourself and your team-mates to MAINTAIN
does not recognise limits in commitment or anything else.

8.

Remember that the calm and unflappable may panic if they lose their focus and things don’t go their way

9.

There are CRITICAL

FOCUS ON TASKS

,

you will be prepared

PROCESSES and the result will look after itself.

.

Total concentration is required.

PRESSURE SITUATIONS will define its true character

.

INTENSITY The pursuit of excellence

MOMENTS in every race that dominate the outcome. RECOGNISE and

CONTROL them
10.

Be the

BEST SKATER you can be for the TEAM and know that each of your team-mates will be the same
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Forcing a focus on what is key to success is essential, with astute
leadership creating an accurate method for measuring what’s really
important on the journey toward the vision, mission and core values.
Whilst a team like the Kiwis might consider their commitment to “one
percenters” as worthy KPI’s, the business house is most likely to
consider customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, learning,
financial viability and productivity. The fact remains that regardless of
whether one considers a sport or a business perspective, performance
appraisal needs to evaluate everyone on their behaviours versus the
team’s core values, and on their contribution to results versus the core
strategies.
With the vision and foundation bridged by a sequence of “Kiwi
Performance Indicators” and factors in achieving the result, all that
remained was to continually induce the passion required to ensure
attainment. Accomplishing this would require a direct and constant
connection to the emotion of the players. Each week of the campaigns
were themed to most appropriately induce a connection to the
challenges that lay ahead. Commencing with an association to
Mohammed Ali’s courageous defeat of George Foreman in the historic
1974 “Rumble in the Jungle” of Zaire, the Kiwis aligned themselves to a
“Bully the Bully” philosophy in preparation for their Sydney encounter.
Other themes included the passion of Cinderella Man Jim Braddock,
whilst the powerful image of American marines raising the flag
constituted our “Brothers in Arms” theme for the 2006 Final.
The 2005 final of the Tri-Series was a chance to impress upon the
players that they had been given an opportunity of a lifetime, and that in
order to maximise on this opportunity they had to be prepared to endure
the hardest and most demanding eighty minutes of their lives. It was an
opportunity to remind them that “the pain of discipline is so much better
than the pain of regret” and that if they managed to absorb the pressure
of the eighty minutes they would live on the outcome for the rest of their
lives. Taking from the legendary 200 and 400 metre American track star
Michael Johnson, we announced to the players that “they had stared
long enough into the dragon’s eyes, there is nothing left to do but slay
the dragon!” It would be a message they would carry with them all the
way to that 24-nil thumping of Australia, with players reporting the
constant echoing of “SLAY THE DRAGON” from the moment the game
commenced right through to the final whistle. With a dream to inspire
them, a sequence of collective values and standards to guide them, and
Kiwi Performance Indicators to show them new ways to work together,
all they required was the regular impetus of a theme to connect them
emotionally to their task. And with all this in place, they became an
indelible force!
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Groups working together – foraging for food, fending off predators –
have been the key to human survival. Even in modern society we work
in collaboration – milk and bread are delivered for our consumption,
waste removed from our households, and when towns experience true
hardship (floods or fires) consider how diligently people who may never
even speak to one another all of a sudden rise to a whole different level
of friendship and spirituality. This has always been the key to human
survival.
Anyone who imagines they can work alone winds up surrounded by nothing
but rivals, without companions. The fact is, no one ascends alone
- Lance Armstrong

In fact, Darwinism proposed that human groups whose members were
ready to work together for the common good survived better than those
whose members were self-serving. This affect is even more compelling
when the odds are stacked against you – when you are conceding
technical talents. The key to uniting a group and giving hope lies in the
ability to discover a point of difference. That point of difference could be
in your strategy, in your technique or in the supremacy of your intellect.
In the Kiwis, the only conceivable point of difference lay in our ability to
come together as a group and pursue the true value of family. Each
player needed to understand that collectively we had the capacity to
achieve something beyond the sum of our individual parts.
It is my experience that communication, pride in performance, collective
responsibility, trust and respect accrue a habit of positive thinking and
success – and it’s a premise that relates to all dimensions of life
including sport and business. In business, teams that abide by these
basic principles experience declines in turnover and absenteeism, whilst
productivity tends to rise. By giving each of these fundamental qualities
the attention they deserve, a number of equally desirable
transformations occur. Teams who are strong on trust and respect tend
to respond to adverse circumstances with a high degree of empathy,
meaning they are able to overcome collective setbacks to a far greater
extent.
In fact, based on the evidence provided by the 2005 AFL premiership
winning Sydney Swans, the Kiwis were asked to measure the depth of
their camaraderie through their instinctive support of players who had
made errors. Because teams who are empathetic understand the
feelings and perspectives of their team-mates and take an active
interest in their concerns, they are able to adhere to game plans despite
the greatest efforts of the opponent. By emphasising the importance of
trust and respect in our preparation, we had successfully developed a
12

sense of empathy, with empathy being one of the five key
competencies in the emotional competence framework. Alternatively, if
a group lacks harmony or the ability to cooperate, the quality of their
decisions and their ability to trust instinct suffers proportionally.
Teams who truly value collective responsibility as a fundamental quality
will always respond with cooperation and a unified effort. This was a key
ingredient to the success of the Kiwis. Quite simply, the Kiwis could not
match the Australians with out-and-out talent. But that didn’t mean they
couldn’t compete with them – an ability to generate a feel for family
(encompassing communication, caring, trust, pride, and collective
responsibility) and a sense of values enabled them to perform better
than the sum of their parts. Family makes an individual part of
something bigger. When teams use collective responsibility to operate
at their best, the results are often more than simply additive – they are
multiplicative, with the best talents of one person catalysing the best of
another and another, to produce results far beyond what any one
person might have done. The explanation of this aspect lies in the
chemistry between team members, which is invariably fuelled by the
vision they all share.
It is a fundamental fact that each of us has only a part of the information
or expertise required to get the job done. Sport, like business, has
undergone an enormous growth in the accessibility of new information
through a depth of analysis and the internet respectively. It is said that
the twentieth century generated more knowledge than in all of history
before, a fact realised by Robert E. Kelley who asserted that whilst
people stored 75 percent of the knowledge needed to do their job in
1986, by 1997 the figure had slipped to between 15 and 20 percent.
That is to say, the group mind is more critical than at any other point in
history. This situation is similar to sport where athletes are continuously
becoming faster, more skilled and more tactically aware. It is for this
reason that the Kiwis’ team cohesion policy addressed the need to
“know the playing roles of other players and respect their team-mates
ability to perform these roles.” More effective teams consistently
demonstrate respect, in the way they listen and support each other, as
well as in the way they cope with setbacks and disagreements.
Open communication enables teams to set explicit norms and
expectations, as well as ensuring interpersonal relationships are
maintained at a high level. It is a fact that communication is significantly
enhanced when it is enveloped by values of honesty, integrity, trust and
respect. There is little doubt that the trend of communication within any
organisation is set by those in positions of leadership. That is to say, if
effective communication is an aspiration of any leader, it becomes
imperative that those leaders have high integrity and are clear and
13

straightforward in their interactions with others. They must be able to
get everyone in the group to “buy” into a common sense of mission,
goals and values. It is their skill as an effective communicator that
articulates a compelling vision and keeps everybody buoyant when the
inevitable setbacks arise.
The Kiwis are a team of players who feel comfortable talking honestly
and openly – a combination of the perceived integrity of the coaches,
the carefully articulation of what was possible and positive, and the fact
that the culture created is warm and comforting. The Kiwis are a team
who have fun together – who enjoy each other’s company, can joke
together and share good times – and as a consequence have the
capacity to excel not only in good times. Groups who do not possess a
sense of community and who cannot communicate openly due to the
lack of an emotional bond are likely to disintegrate under pressure. The
Kiwis are that unique blend who are able to be intensely task-oriented
when the circumstance requires it, but always socially aware – and the
integration of the two has become progressively stronger as the triseries campaigns have unfolded. As individuals they are encouraged to
recognise when a team-mate feels uncomfortable and to respond with
empathy.
We became a much more self-aware team, and as a consequence
became more adept at evaluating playing strengths and areas in need
of further development. In order to change the way the team played, the
players first had to change the way they thought. It has been said that
“in the right formation, the lifting power of many wings can achieve twice
the distance of any bird flying alone” – it is a fact that the Kiwis learnt
how to fly throughout the 2005 Gillette Tri-Series of rugby league and
further devloped this understanding throughout the 2006 campaign.
The Kiwis’ success can be directly aligned to what they believed in,
what they were prepared to do to honour this belief and how prepared
they were to work together in its accomplishment. Team cohesion for
the Kiwis was a combination of many things that could be summarised
into five fundamental qualities:
• Communication
• Pride in performance
• Collective responsibility
• Respect, and
• Trust
Individually, each of those five fundamental qualities gave us strength,
but collectively they became our fist of family and friendship.
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December 2006 – The Doctor’s Room:
Lack of Sleep Linked to Increased Risk of High Blood Pressure
"Sleep allows the heart to slow down and blood pressure to drop for a
significant part of the day," said James E. Gangwisch, Ph.D., lead
author of the study and post-doctoral fellow at Columbia University's
Mailman School of Public Health.
"However, people who sleep for only short durations raise their average
24-hour blood pressure and heart rate. This may set up the
cardiovascular system to operate at an elevated pressure."
Gangwisch said that 24 percent of people ages 32 to 59 who slept for
five or fewer hours a night developed hypertension versus 12 percent of
those who got seven or eight hours of sleep. Subjects who slept five or
fewer hours per night continued to be significantly more likely to be
diagnosed with hypertension after controlling for factors such as
obesity, diabetes, physical activity, salt and alcohol consumption,
smoking, depression, age, education, gender, and ethnicity.
The researchers conducted a longitudinal analysis of data from the
Epidemiologic Follow-up Studies of the first National Health and
Nutrition Examination Study (NHANES I). The analysis is based on
NHANES I data from 4,810 people ages 32 to 86 who did not have high
blood pressure at baseline. The 1982-84 follow-up survey asked
participants how many hours they slept at night. During eight to 10
years of follow-up, 647 of the 4,810 participants were diagnosed with
hypertension.
Compared to people who slept seven or eight hours a night, people who
slept five or fewer hours a night also exercised less and were more
likely to have a higher body mass index. (BMI is a measurement used to
assess body fatness). They were also more likely to have diabetes and
depression, and to report daytime sleepiness.
"We had hypothesized that both BMI and a history of diabetes would
mediate the relationship between sleep and blood pressure, and the
results were consistent with this," Gangwisch said.
Sleep deprivation has been shown previously to increase appetite and
compromise insulin sensitivity.

This article has been taken directly from The Doctors Lounge
website, www.thedoctorslounge.net
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December 2006 – Fit For Life:
How To Make Fitness Fun
The combination of a well-earned break, the festive season and the
pending introduction of a new year frequently culminated in “resolutions’
we are neither committed to nor knowledgeable in. And resolutions
around the establishment of fitness goals are probably first on that list.
Invariably, thousands of New Zealanders will make a pledge to
themselves to eradicate their slovenly ways and turn their attentions to
a newer, fitter lifestyle. For most, this pledge will be invalidated by the
time the new year ushers in Waitangi Day, whilst for others it won’t even
survive their New Years Day revelry. And yet, it doesn’t have to be this
way!!
Obtaining lifetime health and fitness is not nearly as elusive as many
would have you believe – and certainly not nearly as painful. For years
our television screens have indoctrinated us into a belief that fitness
constitutes the relentless pushing and pulling of iron or the ruthless
pounding of pavements, both of which conjure images of agony and
discomfort. Quite simply, we really don’t want to go there.
We’ve all had our share of flawed attempts. But here’s the solution –
making working out fun. Listed below are ten simple considerations for
ensuring your workouts continue to be fun, thereby continuing to be
motivating:
1.

Variety

Never underestimate the importance of variety when it comes to
achieving your fitness goals. Mix it up all the time and be prepared to
think outside the box in pursuit of your fitness objectives. Always
look to maintain your curiosity and look to identify WOW factors into
your training regime. Walking is a fantastic way to lifetime fitness.
The problem is often that the same old path can grow monotonous
and boring to those with a preference for high engagement. Change
you walks and implement challenges along the way – step ups in
children’s playgrounds, moderating the pace of your walking or
taking an object (ball, weight, mp3 player or a dog are all excellent
examples) at various times when you walk. Similarly, change the
course of your walks so that you’re constantly seeing new and more
exciting scenery. Walk through forests or fields. The point is this, a
variety of exercises, workouts and sports will allow you to avoid
plateus in your training and boredome in your outcomes.
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2.

Consistency

Nothing is more important to establishing a lifetime change than
consistency. Improvement and change will occur when you do things
often, regardless of what form of exercise your are embarking on.
Find ways to stay in the game by managing your time effectively and
setting regular and intermediate goals along the way to your broader
aspiration. But most importantly, recognise that moderate forms of
exercise (such as walking, etc) done consistently will provide you
with more significantly enhanced results than the full-body pounding
most of us immediately resort to. A general rule of thumb is that
exercising a minimum of three days a week for 30 to 60 minutes will
achieve an outcome, although I’d be inclined to advocate exercising
five days a week which becomes all the more attainable when one
considers multiple forms of exercise in preference to any one
isolated form.
3.

Intensity

Most people are considerable tougher than they think, tending to
avoid the challenge through unfounded fears generated by preconceived notions. Training intensities have a bearing on the overall
affect of the program, but the key is to monitor your intensities so
that you are always feeling like you’re operating at a length
commensurate or just beyond your current perceived fitness levels.
Like variety and consistency, intensity is another platform from which
to launch a successful fitness regime and to ensure greater
adherance. By constantly reflecting on your current outputs you
should be able to ensure the program is always targeting you to a
point that inspires because it is just out of reach for now. Naturally,
this will require a depth of planning on your part, but the
consequence of this planning will be the consistency of training
required to ensure you achieve your aspirations.
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4.

Understand Your Purpose

All human accomplishment is driven by passion and purpose, so the
very first requirement is that you can clearly define what it means to
you to achieve such a change in your current life situation. Poorly
conceived notions or resolutions are fundamentally doomed to failure
from the outset, so it is critical to fully appreciate the benefits you
stand to gain through your adherance. There are a number of
reasons for immersing yourself in a fitness regime, but undeniably
one or two of those reasons (such as the opportunity to meet new
people or the desire to particpate more ably with your children’s play)
will be your principal driver. Whatever the reason may be, it needs to
be identified, prom oted and celebrated on a regular basis.
Unquestionably, a healthy lifestyle gives us the energy to be better
than before, so its important to establish what it is that you’re striving
to be better at.
5.

Play and Movement

Broaden your definition of fitness and the pursuit of fitness
objectives. Too many people become trapped by their own
definitions of what constitutes their interpretation of healthy lifestyle
pursuits, failing to see the immense benefits attached to more
obscure fitness pursuits such as dancing, rock climbing, mountain
biking or kicking a football in the park. When discussing your desires
for a healthier you, start to think more in terms of play than anything
else. Having fun in your fitness pursuits is the single-greatest
determinant of exercise adherence or attrition.
6.

Planning

Most programs fail not through a lack of desire, but more through a
lack of accountability – things just happen and somehow we can
never quite manage to fit our fitness pursuits into our busy day. In
fact, if you’re one of the many who regularly start a fitness regime
only to find yourself a victim of attrition, I’d almost guarantee your
non-adeherence will have crept up on you. That is to say, very few
people make a conscious decision to cease a fitness regime but
rather find themselves dis-engaged almost to their surprise. And the
lesson to be learnt – schedule all workouts in advance, even to the
extent of planning out to an entire month ahead of time. Better still,
synchronise your plan so as to co-ordinate with a like-minded
training. Together you’ll inspire each other toward the adherence you
so desire.
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7.

Sleep

Recognise the important role played by sleep in determining your
adherence to an exercise program, particularly in the earliest stages
of your training. Allow yourself to be sleep-deprived will inevitably
ensure you are inconsistent in your training. Set goals and make
commitments to sleep for designated periods of time, and prioritise
the necessity for sleep as your training program starts to come into
effect. Not only will adequate sleep impact on your mood and
immunity to illness (nothing is more frustrating than commencing a
fitness regime only to find it hindered through sickness), but it is also
pivotal in ensuring adequate recovery from training session to
training session.
8.

Flexibility

Always ensure you complete a properly implemented flexibility
program at the conclusion of each training session. People who are
flexible are much less prone to the injuries that can take them away
from their fitness objectives. Consider the implementation of fitness
forms such as yoga (remember the importance of variability and add
the likes of yoga and pilates to your list) in addition to your
stretching, as both are synonomous with the flexibility necessary to
achieve a heightened intensity to your workouts. Flexibility is the key
to becoming less vulnerable and more durable, and becomes even
more critical as we get older.
9.

Foods and Supplements

Food and supplements are your fuel, and the right fuel provides the
proper energy and recovery. Be conscious of what you eat and seek
help to determine a formal dietary plan that will enahnce the time
you’re committing to your training regime.
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10.

Love What You’re Doing

Above all else, love whay you’re doing with a passion. Exercise
regimes and workouts do involve a level of commitment,
determination, planning, consistency amd intensity, so it’s absolutely
critical that you love what you’re doing. Continue to remain creative
in the variability you bring to your training, work toward the
attainment of small goals and constantly recognise and reward
yourself for daily achievements. Find what you enjoy doing most and
try to align your training regime with that which lifts your spirits in life.
That is to say, if adventure is your thing then cover your training
environment with adventrous activities. If being with your family is
the thing that makes you feel great, make your training regime
inclusive (play in the park or walk with your partner, etc).
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December 2006 – Eat Yourself Holistic
Healthier Food Gifts For Christmas

By Jeni Pearce

With Christmas only a week away, here are a few healthier food gift
selections to provide variety from the traditional Christmas presents for
the more healthy conscious people in our lives.
1. Fruit Basket
Line a cane basket with a Christmas tea towel or bright red coloured
cloth and fill with strawberries, blueberries, banana, apricots and
melons. Add a selection of dried fruit and some nuts for variety. All fruit
is low in fat and provides an excellent source of vitamins and
antioxidants. Add a bottle of fruit sauce such as passionfruit or a small
bottle of maple syrup as a treat.
2. Yoghurt maker with assorted fruit flavourings
These are very popular and remember the yoghurt can be frozen to
make a low fat style ice cream. Don’t forget to include some fresh fruit –
strawberries, apricots and melons. A serving of yoghurt each day
makes a good contribution to our calcium levels and bone health.
3. Christmas Muffins
As a variation from Christmas mince pies make Christmas fruit mince
muffins (skipping the pastry saves lots of fat and sugar). Or make them
smaller. For a gift buy the muffin tray, the ingredients to make the mini
muffins and tie with a ribbon bow. Or make a batch of Christmas muffins
by adding chopped red and green glazed cherries into a plain muffin
recipe.
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4. Christmas Mince Pies
For a milder flavoured mince pie mix half the fruit mince with stewed
apple (this will also cut some calories and reduce the added sugar level)
or drained canned pears finely chopped. Use filo pastry instead of short
crust to save on the fat content. Make mini mince muffins. Fruit mince is
low in fat but does contain a generous level of sugar along with a good
source of fibre and calcium (in the dried fruit).
5. Chutney, Gherkins, Pickles & Mustards with crackers and
hummus
A wonderful wide range of tasty pickles, chutney and mustards are
available at many supermarkets, kitchen and gift stores. Put together a
tray of wholewheat crackers, hummus, lower fat cheese with jars of
mustards, chutney and pickles. If you are including cheese keep the
tray refrigerated until the gift is given and check the use by date.
6. Membership to the NZ NUTRITION FOUNDATION, CANCER
SOCIETY or the NATIONAL HEART FOUNDATION
These organisations provide regular newsletters and seminars on
health and nutritional issues in New Zealand. NZNF costs $55.00 incl
gst, PO Box 331 366, Takapuna, North Shore, Auckland. Contact the
local division of the NHF and Cancer Society (details are in the phone
book) for details.
7. A Pedometer and a water bottle
An ideal gift for walkers, exercisers or athletes and perfect for those
who are still thinking about being more active. A pedometer measures
the number of steps taken in a day or over a set time. These are a great
way to help monitor how active you are or aren’t! Available from sports
stores and the local Sports Foundations. Prices range from $15 to
$90.00.
8. Healthy Food Guide Magazine
Annual subscriptions cost $49.50 incl. gst for 12 issues. Contact
www.healthyfood.co.nz or phone 09 361 1983. Available at the local
supermarkets and book stores.
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9. A range of special vinegars, such as balsamic, red wine, white
wine or herb vinegars
These vinegars are fantastic on salads and when used in dressings and
marinades. Generally vinegar has very few, if any kilojoules making it
an ideal flavouring for vegetables, salads and on the BBQ (sprinkle over
kebabs, steak, or chicken). Balsamic vinegar gives a wonderful flavour
to BBQ vegetables and to green or garden salads.
10. Bottled fruit and fruit sauces
These include maple syrup and berry or fruit sauces (with or without
liqueurs and brandy) and are another popular Christmas gift. Take a
selection of fruits (such as strawberries, blackberries, blueberries,
peaches, nectarines and cherries) add the sauces and add a packet of
pancake mix. The pancakes should be made thick as in the American
style, covered with chopped fresh fruit with fruit sauce or maple syrup
poured over the top. Serve for breakfast or as a wonderful dessert. Fruit
and sauce can also be served with sorbet or lower fat ice creams.
11. Gift Vouchers from supermarkets
These are an ideal gift for students and flatters and are available from
local supermarkets such as Foodtown, Woolworths, Pak n Save, New
World and Big Fresh. The costs of the vouchers vary but the range is
$5, $10, $20, $25 and $50. These are ideal for students or those flatting
and can really help the food budget over the holidays when some
people may not be earning due to holidays, leaving university or
finishing school.
12. Flavoured oils
For the chef or foodie in the family flavoured oils make a great gift.
Serve these with dipping breads at BBQ’s or for more formal
entertaining and dinners. Try avocado and olive oils infused with
rosemary, lemon, lime, chilli, basil, garlic and truffles.
Have a Merry Christmas and a safe holiday break
For further information on Jeni Pearce and dietary considerations,
please log onto www.healthydiet.co.nz.
The Koru wishes Jeni all the best for the challenges that lie ahead in her
role as Dietician to the England Institute of Sport, and congratulate her
on this most prestigious appointment. An appointment well-earned. New
Zealand’s loss is most definitely England’s gain.
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December 2006 – Golden Rules of Leadership

In recognition of the continuing emphasis on leadership and the
acquisition of leadership skills, we continue our Golden Rules of
Leadership by adding a further three fundamental and critical
considerations for business leaders. With our list of rules now
expanding to twenty-one, we first invite an opportunity to revisit and
reflect on the previous eighteen rules espoused throughout this
segment of The Koru:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Show Respect For Everyone
The Power of Love
Recruit People Who Can Work in a Team Environment
The Power of WOW
When the Right People Become the Wrong People
Recognise Your Key Stakeholders
Define Your Values and Constantly Reinforce Them
Benchmark Off #1
Regularly Look to Develop Your Sense of Self-Awareness
Lead By Example
Understand the Importance of Emotion
Smile and Laugh
Think Big
Become a Process Oriented Thinker
Convey Positivism
Become a Refined Listener
Working With Quality Feedback
Provide Constructive Criticism

19. Take Control of Your Emotions
The recently completed Gillette Tri-Series of rugby league saw the New
Zealand Kiwis having to overcome some significant setbacks, not the
least of which was the sanction placed on the team for playing an
inelligible player. Stripped of the two competition points received for the
victory over Great Britain, the team’s final round of pool play became
not only a game that had to be won, but more particularly a game that
had to be one by a margin. With the playing of an inelligible player being
construed by many in the media and general public as paramount to
deceit and dishonesty, the pressure on the playing and management
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staffs escalated. In a week of preparation driven by emotion (and
against a team fresh from victory over the all-conquering Australians),
several members of the Kiwis were understably in a somewhat anxious
state as the game commenced. It was this state that culminated in an
altercation between the two teams after 10 minutes of play – an
altercation featuring Kiwi rookie Steve Matai. Awarded a penalty for an
indiscriminate tackle by his opposite number, Steve retaliated by piloting
the ball at the head of his opponent. The scrimmage that developed as
a consequence left the referee with little option other than to remove
Steve from the playing surface for the mandatory 10 minutes.
Kiwi coach Brian McClennan was ropable – this piece of ill-discipline
had not only cost the team a much needed penalty, but had also meant
we would have to play with a player short for 10 minutes in an
absolutely crucial game. Brian was extremely angry, expressing his
anger to me as the person who sits on the bench with the radio
transmitter and the task of relaying messages from the coach to the
players via the trainers. Nevertheless, within two minutes of his initial
outburst Brian was back on the RT in a much more composed state,
requesting that I arrange for Steve to be available to talk to him prior to
Steve’s returning after his 10 minute punishment.
And so with Steve Matai due to return to the game I arranged for him to
take my RT piece so that he may speak with his coach. Despite the
emotion of the situation and the frustration caused by Steve’s
indiscrimination, Brian demonstrated an ability to control his emotions
and remove his pending mood from the communication. Brian’s first
comment to Steve: - Do you love your brothers, Stevie” – was delivered
in a completely emotionless tone and set the trend for what would
become an extremely positive and valuable line of enquiry. Surprised to
receive this line of enquiry – Steve was clearly expecting an oldfashioned “spray” from his coach – Steve’s only reply could be: “Yes
Bluey, I love my brothers!” “Then Stevie, if you love your brothers you’re
going to have to control your emotions, because what you’re doing at
the moment is making their jobs harder than they have to be!”
In a very simple dialogue, Brian had tempered a potentially heated
exchange and demonstrated his own interest in Steve Matai as a player
and a person. By being aware enough – even in the heat of battle – to
recognise how adversely Brian’s prevailing mood could be to the
smooth running of the team, he was able to not only exude a sense of
calm but also promote an enhanced sense of controlled desire in his
young charge. Steve Matai went on to be a significant contributor to the
team’s stunning victory on that day in Wellington, although I suspect
that would not have been the reality had he found himself in an anger
charged exchange with his coach prior to his return.
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Effective leaders are able to disassociate from their emotional state in
their pursuit of enhanced performance and team harmony. Developing a
sense of self-awareness and an ability to regulate your emotions is a
fundamental consideration for all engaged in the pursuit of an optimised
human performance.
20. Alert Yourself to the Emotions of Others
The ability to interpret emotions in others is at the cornerstone of quality
leadership and critical to the execution of meaningful interpersonal
communications. The revelation that Nathan Fien was inelligible to play
for the Kiwis in the recent tri-series of rugby legue was met with a tirade
of condemnation from the media. Quick to grab onto a potentially
damning story, the Sunday newspapers wasted little time in identifying
coach Brian McClennan as a central figure in the happenings that had
seen Nathan play despite concerns around his elligibility. By placing
Brian at the scene of the meeting in which the question mark over
Nathan’s elligibility were first raised (a meeting that occurred prior to his
participation in the series and significantly earlier than the team’s
winning performance against Great Britain), the media were able to
direct accusations of dishonesty and deceit directly at the team’s coach.
The Kiwis are a team driven by a values-based program – a team
where honesty, integrity and trust are at the very core of its existence.
To have the leader of that group accused of a blatant dishonesty would
always strike the psyche of the group hard. In truth, such an accusation
had the potential to bring the entire campaign to its knees. So finding a
quick resolution was simply critical.
Through gathering the “core” group together (our Senior Leadership
group if you like, but with significantly more far-reaching responsibilities
than in other sport teams) we were able to accurately assess the
feelings of the team in relation to the situation confronting us. By
straight-forward asking them how they felt about the incident and the
alleged involvement of the coach, it soon became apparent that virtually
all prevailing emotions represented an association to confusion. Only
when we could trully understand the sentiments of the players could we
set about determining an appropriate response – in this case the need
to have Brian clearly and completely outline his involvement and the
exact happenings from his perspective (despite his uneasiness at
having to do so). An exercise we repeated to the entire group the
following morning. Once this was established, whilst the players may
have still remained disappointed at the sanction placed on them (the
loss of the two points for winning against Great Britain), they were much
more able to move on with clarity.
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Leaders must become adept at interpreting the emotions of others,
recognising that they like no other are subjected to hearing only what
people think they want to hear. Being capable of hearing not only the
spoken word, but also interpreting what the person is really thinking and
feeling is paramount to alert leadership. Leaders should practice the
skill of emotional awareness, challenging themselves to reflect on all
interactions they share with staff for the purpose of clearly defining what
the staff member is really thinking and really feeling. By taking 15
minutes at the end of each day to assess all such interactions, it has
been my experience that leaders will gradually become instinctive in
their ability to sense emotion. What may initially take six hours to
interpret and come about only through a genuine reflective analysis
(….”so that’s what that person was really trying to say”) will soon
become three hours, one hour, two minutes and ultimately
instantaneous. Because emotion is so significantly intertwined with the
mood and culture of a group, leaders of quality should work diligently to
raise their alertness to the emotions of others.
21. Become Adaptable
Continuing on with the theme of “Grannygate” and Nathan Fien, I think it
becomes apparent to deduce a further Golden Rule of Leadership –
adaptability. Whilst we all commence our day with a pre-determined
idea of how we’d like our day to progress, the truth of the matter is that
our day rarely unfolds exactly as we would like. Being able to change
your course so as to right any wrongs and re-align the group to its
collective purpose is a hallmark of quality leadership.
Within the confines of a short campaign (such as the tri-series of rugby
league) there exists little time for the group to be off course. The
incident outlined in greater detail above was clearly taking the group off
its course, and needed to be resolved swiftly and precisely. By
becoming flexible in our approach and recognising the need to
implement a previously unconsidered series of meetings and
resolutions, the Kiwis were able to correct speed wobbles that were
quickly gathering momentum. By going outside the normal rules of
operation and calling an instantaneous meeting to discuss the
revelations of the day, we were able to ensure the group’s predetermined direction remained intact. We were able to ensure we
continued to operate with the trust and unity that had become our
hallmark. Moreover, the entire program received a significant boost as a
consequence of this innovation. A boost that can be no better
exemplified than through the thrashing issued to Great Britain
immediately proceeding the adaptation, and the compelling final against
Australia that followed.
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As aggitating as it may sometimes be, leaders need to be prepared to
alter their course if the situation demands it. Through developing an
enhanced sense of reflective awareness, leaders are able to better
appreciate the prevailing mood (both in staff and the market in which
they operate) and instigate change as required. Leaders who possess
essential self-confidence are comfortable in their ability to adapt their
program for the inner good, steering the group along a different course
if required. Moreover, leaders who are at ease with themselves relish
the opportunity to become innovative in their approach to a changing
direction and are not paralysed by the fear of the unknown. By staying
calm in the face of adversity, leaders who are able to adapt
inadvertantly elevate the group’s regard for them.
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December 2006 – Face to Face With David Gray

David Gray has enjoyed a broad and diverse professional career,
commencing as a retail salesman and culminating in his position as
General Manager to Innovative People Management, a recruitment
business dedicated to placing sales and marketing professionals.
English-born, David migrated to New Zealand in 2003, having
completed a remarkable transition from Sales and Marketing Manager
to company Director over a four month period for an English-based
building service. Add to this his roles in direct selling and at various
management levels, and David’s experiences culminate in well-founded
opinions on selling strategy, team cultures and the need for wellimplemented training initiatives.
The Koru:

What first attracted you to selling?

David:

I got into sales by pure accident. I dropped out of
College and realised I wasn’t the academic I thought
I was. I found myself in need of money and the only
work available to me was to go into retail sales. I
found myself in a camera and hi-fi shop in a little
northern (England) town selling cameras and hi-fi. It
was a big learning curve

The Koru:

And how did it evolve from there?

David:

From there, I was learning my profession from older
guys. It was a very multi-cultural workplace
environment. We had guys there from India, local
guys as well, and I was really coached by these
guys. How to spot a good punter? Everybody’s got
different techniques. How to ask open questions?
We’re talking 30 years ago. We’re talking when I was
17 and before people had even talked about open,
neutral questions and funnelling people. I was taught
by these guys to ask questions and basically give
people options – I have two cameras here, this
camera does this and this camera does that. So
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which one of these two cameras do you think you
prefer. And then you funnel them down. You give
people choices, and then in the end you ask them to
make a decision. It could be between two pieces of
hi-fi equipment and two cameras. “Okay, so I’ve
shown you both items of equipment and that’s got
those features which fit with your requirements, and
that’s got those features. All you really need to do
now is decide which one you want to own today.”
The Koru:

So you were 17 when you started?

David:

Yeah, I came straight out of College.

The Koru:

So in regards to that time and now, have things
changed when you’re talking about the techniques?
Has the market changed? Do people try to sell
differently?

David:

When I left retail sales, I went very much into an
industrial sales role where it was fundamentally
relationship selling. You sold yourself. Customer’s
claims became reliant upon your service and your
ability to deliver. And that was very much focused
around building relationships and entertaining, which
goes on now – everyone’s very much into building
relationships – but this was in the 80’s, I was in my
20’s and it’s sometimes difficult to build relationships
with someone who’s double your age. But that was a
great learning environment. Going through the 80’s
people started to become quite sophisticated about
training, and we were taught about asking open,
neutral questions, fact finding… and these technical
skills have survived the test of time. It’s pretty basic
stuff really. You do need to know what the client’s
meeds are, you then present them with the proof that
you can satisfy those needs, summarise, get him to
agree with you and then you close the sale, you ask
him for the business.

The Koru:

You’ve said the techniques are still the same, but
does that also reflect that the market is so much
more competitive in business now? I’m talking New
Zealand here. Since you’ve been in New Zealand do
you sense a market (across all industries) that’s
highly competitive?
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David:

It is very competitive. I actually have an insight into
this. In the UK when I was that 20-something sales
person, I actually had an English guy who had a
business in Australia. He was always going on about
how difficult it was in Australia, because it was very
regionalised and there were fewer opportunities to
sell to people – basically, there were fewer people. If
you look at the UK there are 70 million people, so
naturally in New Zealand there’s less people to sell
to, less companies to sell to – and yet, the
competitions there. So, I think in terms of the
environment, there is less opportunity to sell so
therefore the sales person has got to be sharper.
They’ve got to be better skilled.

The Koru:

When you say, “To sell better”, do interpersonal skills
come into play as an important factor?

Ruben:

With people, it certainly does. I interviewed someone
recently who said, “People buy from me because
they like me.” That is definitely true with any kind of
consumable product, but with equipment sales you’re
not really trading on a relationship. You go in, see
them, do a needs analysis, and then “bang” you have
to sell. Now, if you haven’t put together a good needs
analysis….If you can’t logically show them what
value the product is going to have to them or there
business, personality only comes into it in the very
start.

The Koru:

With that in mind, in today’s market what are your
candidates looking for?

David:

If we talk about sales people in particular, they’re
really looking for clear targets. They don’t want to be
micro-managed. They want clear targets that have to
be achievable. The whole point in sales is that you
have to strive for something, but if you don’t achieve
it then that’s very negative. So, they have to be
achievable. And they like good communication – I
guess what people call feedback.

The Koru:

My perception of it is from my experience in sales in
the past, the dollar is always going to be a driver. But
what else are people looking for when looking for a
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company?
David:

I think everyone wants to feel valued – that’s the
number one thing. If you look at the very basic
drivers for sales people, they’re very competitive.
Even someone who is a mediocre sales person still
needs to feel that they are achieving something, and
you could refer that to personal best. They have to
be able to track what they’re doing, and companies
that don’t offer development and don’t set targets
(even if it’s personal targets), they’re not getting the
best of that person. The dollars important,
companies have to make a dollar and people have to
make a dollar

The Koru:

When you talk about training and the importance in
regard to values, what is it that can enhance sales
people in regard to learning and development?

David:

It’s pretty basic really. It’s like the whole process of
selling in general. It’s the process of sales
management. I think a good sales manager is
interested in coaching. It comes down to personal
development. You may have good closing skills, but
not be as good at making appointments. On the
other hand you might be blinding at making
appointments, but you’re not very good at asking
questions and doing a needs analysis. So therefore
when you close, people are saying, “No”. So
therefore coaching and development are really
important. There are certain competencies around
selling and sales and if you’re developing in each of
those competencies then that must be good for you
because you’re developing your skill and your
professionalism.

The Koru:

So are we talking about the technical aspects of the
process?

David:

Yeah, sure. You wouldn’t take somebody straight of
the street with no sales experience and expect them
to sell. There are two types of sales. One of them is
the teller, and if you’re a teller and you’re just telling
the customer then you’re not really getting them into
the value aspect. They have to discover the value for
themselves. You ask them questions, even if it’s an
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obscure question like, “What kind of colour do you
like?” That makes them think. And that’s far more
powerful .
The Koru:

Do you need to find out what their strengths are and
then work on their weaknesses?

David:

Well, it’s funny really. Just recently I’m always trying
to stay focused on people’s weaknesses – you
shouldn’t try to make a disorganised person
organised because you’ll fail. So if they’re
disorganised, maybe get somebody else to organise
their workload for them and let them focus on what
they’re good at, which could be building
relationships. It is assuming people can’t change, but
even though that tends to be the common philosophy
at the moment I actually don’t agree with that. I
actually believe anybody can do anything they want
to do. I would say, if you focus on the things you can
do very well – so if you’re not a very organised
person and you focus on getting that arsenal of
weapons right, if you organise yourself for the call you’ll be more successful than if you don’t. I guess
what I’m saying is that if you focus on your
weaknesses, your strengths will take care of
themselves to some extent.

The Koru:

So tell me about the role you enjoy most in sales?
And why?

David:

Definitely, without any shadow of doubt it was when I
was in direct sales. I’m not a natural sales person
myself, I’ve traded very well on relationships. I make
a great sales manager, but I’ve never considered
myself to be a hunter. I threw myself into this role
because there was an opportunity to earn a lot of
money (it was very much commission based). It’s
exciting, it’s scary. The target system was very much
demanding, and there were two types of targets.
Targets for the number of orders you brought in and
targets for the value. So you constantly had to have
a pipeline because if you didn’t bring in the volume
even if your value was high, you still didn’t get a
commission. Every month was a brand new month
and you had to run like mad. In that environment,
nobody had to manage you. You were running your
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own business. You had your own territory. You had
your own targets. And boy, did that really
concentrate the mind. And it is…it was exciting, it
was scary. It was a bit like running your own
business, like I am now.
The Koru:

Was it those elements that drove you and made you
enjoy the job? Was there anything else in the picture,
or was it just strictly that you were out on your own?

David:

Don’t get me wrong. I’ve enjoyed other roles that
have been totally different and have been very much
team-based. You go into the office everyday and
you’re part of the team – there’s a camaraderie
there. It’s just that this was a very edgy role. It’s like
suddenly discovering scuba diving or parachuting.
It’s the thrill. I am quite an independent person. And
again, maybe on paper I’m not the ideal person for
that job because I’ve never been the most successful
sales person in the world, but there was something in
my character that fitted that job. There was
something that really attracted me to the danger of
that position.

The Koru:

And the worst role?

David:

That’s really easy. I was there three months. I’d just
been made redundant and I’d joined a building
company that sold and made building products. It
appealed to me because it was very much target
driven, and there was 5,000 pounds easily
achievable commission, But once I got into it (it was
a brand new role) I realised that the people really
didn’t know what they were talking about. It was a
new role. There wasn’t any easily achievable
commission. It was a very, very competitive market.
When I raised it with my managers, they said, “Don’t
worry about it. We didn’t expect you to achieve your
target. We thought it might take two years.” But I’d
just come from an environment where if you don’t
achieve your target you’re a failure and you don’t
earn anything. So that just didn’t compute with me,
and I thought, “Why are you setting targets I can’t
hit?” And for a sales person, you have to win
because you have to be positive. You have to win.
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The Koru:

So if winning is a psyche, how important is it for
people to become more self-aware and adapt that to
the technical abilities of the sales role?

David:

Without a doubt. I have philosophies on this. I came
into learning and development on a personal note
quite late in life. And that’s why I find it very difficult
to agree with the current thought process that you
can’t change people, because I actually believe you
can. And that’s what most people who write
motivational books believe – that you can change
people. With the right attitude, you can change and
improve what you do wherever you want. If you can
change from being a negative person to being a
positive person you’ll be more successful in sales. If
you can change from being pessimistic to being
optimistic you’ll definitely achieve, because if you go
into each sale with that positive line you’ll sell. If
you’re not confident, why would they be confident in
you. So the answer is, very much so.

The Koru:

Do you do a lot of reading?

David:

I really try to, but that’s not always easy when you
run your own business. I try to remain open to new
ideas. I read all about asking questions and selling
by allowing the customer to inform themselves.

The Koru:

Getting the other person to inform themselves is a
strategy a little bit outside the technical aspects,
even though it can be employed as a technical
aspect of selling.

David:

It is. I see that kind of selling as a bit out there on the
edge. There are a lot of sales people who just
believe you have to tell, you have to tell the
customer. You have to tell the customer it’s a great
car. You have to tell the customer it’s got a big
engine, and it’s this and it’s that. But unless you’ve
asked the customer what his needs are, what’s the
point? What’s the point of telling the customer this
cars got seven seats if the guy lives on his own and
just wants a sports car. So, this kind of selling is a bit
out there because you’re getting the customer to
convince themself. The best thing anybody ever
taught me about selling is that sales is not about
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selling to people. It’s not about telling people what to
buy. Sales is about encouraging people to buy from
you. So in other words, it’s not about what you’re
telling them, it’s about what they’re discovering for
themselves. They have to want to buy from you. It’s
not about you wanting to sell to them.
The Koru:

So if we talk about fit and culture. What is the right fit
for your candidate. How do you place your candidate
in terms of the environment they want to go into?

David:

It basically comes down to seeing the client and the
clients brief. They think it’s all about giving you that
piece of paper, but unfortunately that is only going to
tell you what their needs are. That’s going to tell you
what they think they want, but you have to do the
needs analysis. Sometimes you have to ask them
umpteen questions. You have to get underneath the
skin. They think they’re very corporate. They think
they’re very organised, and that’s what they’re asking
for in the brief. But in actual fact you have to get
beneath the skin to find out what kind of company
they really are. They might think they’re very
organised, but in actual fact they’re very
disorganised. They might
think
they like
communication, but in actual fact they don’t like
feedback. So you have to find out what the culture is
about, and usually the culture starts from the top. So
the higher up the chain of management you’re talking
to the better you’ll understand that. If you’re talking to
some ex-naval captain who runs a tight ship and
expects people to jump to attention when he tells
them what to do, and then he’s telling you that he’s
very big on communication I’m probably going to
resist taking that on board and maybe dig a bit
deeper.

The Koru:

So with that in mind, can the right people become the
wrong people?

David:

Yes, definitely. Just as people change, cultures can
change. Very positive cultures can become negative
cultures, and we’ve said all the way through this
interview that sales people by their nature have to be
positive. You have to be up there and believe in
yourself – even if you’re kidding yourself you still
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have to believe that. And I think if a company has a
good culture - where product is perceived to be great
and process is perceived to be great - and then there
are changes it can all change. Of course, a lot of
companies do go through change and don’t regain or
keep the positivism. When people start to question
the value of the product or the value of the process,
that’s when things start to go wrong. If you try to take
a company that isn’t target focused and then try to
make it target focused overnight you have to take
people with you. There are companies that believe
you can keep a sales person in a sales position for
more than two or three years because they become
stable, but they probably need another challenge. I’m
not saying that’s right or that’s wrong, because
everybody’s different. If your sales people become
lacking a challenge, it’s like a fat athlete – is he going
to win?
The problem is that we’re all time-poor these days.
HR mangers are time-poor. Generally we don’t plan
for a vacancy, and this is where it all starts to go
wrong because as soon as you’ve got a hole in your
organization the natural thing is to fill the hole
quickly. Now the problem with that is that you’re
going to write a brief, and you’re going to write a brief
based on the guy or the girl who was doing the job
before. If they had X, Y and Z skills then that’s what
you’re going to write down on the piece of paper. But
CV’s won’t tell you what the attitude of the person is,
and maybe what needs to happen is that you need to
recruit for attitude and train for skills. If someone
hasn’t got the best excel skills in the world, does it
really matter as long as they’ve got the right attitude.
You can put them on an excel training course. If
somebody lacks product knowledge, you can train
them for product knowledge, and that goes right
across the board. Whether it’s the marketing person,
the customer service person or the sales person, if
they don’t have the right attitude for your company, in
other words if they’re not a good cultural fit for your
organization then they’re not going to be successful.
If they’re looking for an organization where they can
develop and be seen to develop and move upwards
into new roles every 18 months or 2 years, and you
have a hierarchy that has a flat structure then they’re
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going to get demoralised because they don’t feel like
they’re developing. You just have to look beyond the
CV, and that’s what we specialise in. It’s about
finding out what the candidate aspires to, and really
spending time getting to know that candidate.
The Koru:

So give me your take on generation Y?

David:

It’s interesting. A lot has been said on Generation Y .
I didn’t even know what it was until everybody
starting talking about it last year or the year before. I
interview a lot of young people in here and one thing
I will agree with is that they’re more outspoken and
more confident. And they’re probably a little bit more
in-tune with what they want to achieve in life. They
also want to be valued, and I think this is the biggest
problem. They go into organizations that are more
focused on the dollar and the cost, and they’re not as
focused on the people. I think straight away you’ve
got a disparity. Here’s a young person who’s used to
being told they’re good at things and that they’re
valued. They’ve had feedback all through school and
college and then they move into an organization. If
they’re not getting that feedback (they’re very good
at giving feedback, “I’m not happy, give me more
work”), give me, give me, give me. It can be
perceived that they’re asking for things all the time,
but generally they’re vocal. It might surprise you, but
some of the Generation Y types that I interview just
want to feel that they’re developing. They want to
feel valued. They’re not always after a casual
environment, or a funky, hip environment. Most of
them actually want some structure. They want to
know where they fit in.

The Koru:

From your experiences then. How does a company
make an employee feel valued?

David:

Treat them like individuals. Just like you have to treat
customers and clients like individuals. You have to
have the balls to ask them what they want, and not
be afraid that in asking them what they want you’re
opening a Pandora box. It could well be that the
mediocre sales person who needs some inspiration
may respond to asking them what would make them
better. It may be that if you sat down with me for five
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minutes at the end of every day and talked through
my educational skills, or maybe if you gave me a little
bit of coaching on something I’m weak on. It doesn’t
mean that if you ask them what they want it will be
more money, more money, more money. Everybody
is slightly different. If somebody says, “I want more
money”, then surely with most organizations there
are ways to deliver that, but only if that person
becomes more valuable to the organization through
training or whatever.
The Koru:

And what made you get into recruitment?

David:

Although I’ve said I’m probably not the best sales
person in the world, I have had a lot of experiences
in a lot of different industries. And I’ve worked with
some great sales people, and I’ve worked with some
really bad sales people. I think I fundamentally
understand what makes good sales people in
specific roles. What I take of the brief for say an
accountant manager, is that I’m looking for a
personality types and attitude that is slightly different
to a selling role. Like, if you’re selling advertising you
probably still have to build relationships, but it’s not
like being the key account manager. It’s just
understanding the role and understanding the
competencies that go with that kind of role.

The Koru:

In closing, what would you say your point of
difference is?

David:

That is my point of difference. All recruiters are sales
people, but I have lived and breathed the roles that
I’m recruiting for. I’ve been in direct sales, which is all
commission based, and I’ve been an account
manager and I’ve been a territory manager. I’ve been
a technical sales person – I’ve had to learn all the
knowledge that you just regurgitate. I’ve done lots
and lots of different roles, and that gives me the edge
for both the client and the candidate. I have a better
understanding and insight into providing the client
with best fit for that role and for that company.
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December 2006 – Let’s Go Surfing
www.centennial.k.12.mn.us/rle/Christmas/christmas.htm
Given that it’s that time of the year when our attentions start to drift
away from the rigours and routines of our day-to-day business and onto
alternate pursuits such as children and Christmas, we thought it
appropriate to dedicate this edition of Let’s Go Surfing to the pursuit of
fun and children. In actual fact, even though I’d like to take the credit for
sourcing http://www.centennial.k12.mn.us/rle/Christmas/christmas.htm,
if the truth be known it was my daughter who alerted me to it. Having
said all that though, once sourced it seemed only appropriate that I
should trial it to assess its suitable. And my verdict (after about an hour
of a vigorous trial) – it is definitely appropriate! Of course, for those of
you with a Christmas spirit (but without primary school age children to
share it with) you might have to save your surfing for the sanctity of your
own home and the privacy of a private office. But for anyone else who
can spend a lazy few minutes over the Christmas break under the
pretence of finding internet play opportunities for your children, I’m sure
you’ll love it.
In any case, have a great Christmas and take some time to revisit
(either with or without your children) the child that lurks inside you.
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December 2006 – Practical Exercise:
Rating Your Empathy
Given the emphasis on 360 degree evaluations that appeared in our
previous edition of The Koru, we’d like to dedicate this quarter’s
Practical Exercise to a continuation of that theme. Whilst “Rating Your
Empathy” may lack the finality of the 360 degree evaluations outlined
previously, it does represent commonalities such as possessing a
theme for your evaluations (you may recall that the 360 degree
evaluations outlined in last quarter’s The Koru were dedicated to
assessing a group’s values). In this Practical Exercise, we look with a
more focused attention at the whole area of empathy, and the
perception of empathy those around you may have.
Ask two (2) individuals who you know well to complete the following
questionnaire about your relationship with them by circling the number
that corresponds to their thoughts.
Participant One
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Strongly
Agree
1

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

2

3

4

Strongly
Disagree
5

1

2

3

4

5

Cares about what my
experiences mean to me
Understands without judging
me
Is aware of my feelings in
communications
Listens to me

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Can be objective about
situations
Projects his/her feelings onto
me
Becomes emotionally involved in
my problems
Tunes me out when I am
contrary to his/her ideas
Allows bias to influence his/her
understandings
Misinterprets what I say

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Tries to see things from my
point of view
Understands me
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Participant Two
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Strongly
Agree
1

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

2

3

4

Strongly
Disagree
5

1

2

3

4

5

Cares about what my
experiences mean to me
Understands without judging
me
Is aware of my feelings in
communications
Listens to me

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Can be objective about
situations
Projects his/her feelings onto
me
Becomes emotionally involved in
my problems
Tunes me out when I am
contrary to his/her ideas
Allows bias to influence his/her
understandings
Misinterprets what I say

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Tries to see things from my
point of view
Understands me

Now (or concurrently) complete the same exercise on yourself with a
view to identifying a comparative assessment. Assuming you are
comfortable with the revelations, take the opportunity to discuss any
points of difference (both positive and negative) with a view to
enhancing the accuracy of your self-awareness.
Self-Assessment
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Strongly
Agree
1

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

2

3

4

Strongly
Disagree
5

1

2

3

4

5

Cares about what my
experiences mean to me
Understands without judging
me
Is aware of my feelings in
communications
Listens to me

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Can be objective about
situations
Projects his/her feelings onto
me
Becomes emotionally involved in
my problems
Tunes me out when I am
contrary to his/her ideas
Allows bias to influence his/her
understandings
Misinterprets what I say

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Tries to see things from my
point of view
Understands me

(Adapted from Barrett-Lennard (1962)
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